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b) Lag-Lead Sequence (Existing) c) Lag-Lag Sequence
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a) WBT AOG Sweep b) WBT Delay Sweep
c) WBL AOG Sweep d) WBL Delay Sweep
e) EBT AOG Sweep f) EBT Delay Sweep
g) EBL AOG Sweep h) EBL Delay Sweep














































































































































d) Lead-Lag Offset Performance Sweeps
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a) PCD showing lag-lead sequence (Before)
b) PCD showing Lead-Lead optimal sequence(After)
i. Vehicles 
from ramp








LEGEND            Vehicles from Upstream Thru (Ø6)            Vehicles from Upstream Ramp (Ø7)
n = 7,973     AOG = 5,866     POG = 73.6%
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c)  Before WBT (Lagging Left)
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d)  Before WBL (Lagging Left)
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f)  Predicted WBL (Leading Left)
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e)  Predicted WBT (Leading Left)
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g)  After WBT (Leading Left)
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h)  After WBL (Leading Left)















































































































a)  WBT Legend Map b)  WBL Legend Map
LEGEND
Vehicle Detection Associated with Upstream Ramp Movement
Vehicle Detection Associated with Upstream Thru Movement
Downstream Internal Coordinated Overlap Green
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c)  Before EBT (Leading Left)
Time in Cycle (Seconds Bins)
d)  Before EBL (Leading Left)



















































































0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
f)  Predicted EBL (Leading Left)
Time in Cycle (Seconds Bins)
e)  Predicted EBT (Leading Left)

















































































0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
g)  After EBT (Leading Left)
Time in Cycle (Seconds Bins)
h)  After EBL (Leading Left)








































































Vehicle Detection Associated with Upstream Ramp Movement
Vehicle Detection Associated with Upstream Thru Movement
Downstream Internal Coordinated Overlap Green
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a)  WBT Predicted vs. Actual b)  WBL Predicted vs. Actual
c)  EBT Predicted vs. Actual d)  EBL Predicted vs. Actual
Time in Cycle (Seconds Bins) Time in Cycle (Seconds Bins)
Time in Cycle (Seconds Bins) Time in Cycle (Seconds Bins)
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